Find these aircraft that are connected to the United States Marine Corps!

Marine Corps aviation began in 1912; enter the Global Expeditionary Force Gallery to begin....

Look UP!
(Find the yellow arrows pointing up for more information!)

Congratulations!
You have completed the Semper Fly Gallery Hunt!
Ooh Rah!
Be sure to check out the Observation Deck for a closer view of these aircraft!

VIETNAM WAR GALLERY
Find this Bell UH-1E Iroquois (Huey).
In the Vietnam War, the “Huey” was used as a transport, aerial ambulance, flying control post, and gunship.

Look up for this McDonnell Douglas A-4E Skyhawk.
The Skyhawk was one of the most important weapons the U.S. had during the Vietnam War.

Look at the glass case underneath the back of the Skyhawk. Cables were used to slow down these fast-moving planes!

LEATHERNECK GALLERY
Find this Vought F4U Corsair. During World War II, this aircraft was known as “The Whistling Death” for the sound it made when taking steep dives.

Look up for this McDonnell Douglas AV-8B Harrier II.
Since 1970, the Harrier has been used by the Marine Corps for its ability to take off and land in very short distances!

Semper Fly Gallery Hunt
Between the World War I and World War II Galleries, look up for this de Havilland DH-4.

To communicate with Marine pilots, Marines on the ground would hold up a suspended message that pilots would swoop down and grab!

Find this Thomas-Morse S-4B.
This plane was difficult for Marine aviators to control because they were used to under-powered trainers.

Find this Curtiss A-2.
This plane was flown by the Marine Corps’ second aviator, Lt Bernard L. Smith, from 1912 to 1914!

Global Expeditionary Force Gallery

WORLD WAR II GALLERY

Find this Grumman F4F-4 Wildcat.
The Grumman Wildcat was the primary fighter during the early stages of World War II.

Look up for this General Motors (Eastern) TBM-3E Avenger.
This aircraft was used to attack Japanese ground troops during the later years of World War II.

When you exit the World War II Gallery, find this Yokosuka MXY7 Model 11 Ohka.
In World War II, these “flying bombs” were used by the Japanese Navy to target U.S. ships.

Korean War Gallery

Find this Sikorsky H03S-1 Dragonfly.
These helicopters were first delivered to the Marines in 1948. The Korean War was one of the first times that rotary-wing aircraft (helicopters), like the Sikorsky H03S-1, were used.

Find this Grumman F9F-2 Panther.
The F9F-2 Panther aircraft moved the U.S. Marines into the age of jets!

Look at the aviation exhibit next to the F9F-2 Panther to find out more about how Marine aviators, like the famous baseball player Ted Williams, helped their fellow Marines on the ground in the Korean War!